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Let (X, r) be a generalized topological space of type r/i (see A. Appert and K. 
Fan, “Espaces topologiques intermediares,” Herman, Paris, 1951) and (L, 9) be a 
complete Brouwerian lattice such that the dual lattice of (L, <) is also Brouwerian. 
We prove that every upper semicontinuous L-fuzzy subset of X can be represented 
by a r-closed random set. As an important application we obtain a fuzzification of 
measurable spaces as well as of topological spaces. In particular a concept of 
measurable (open) L-fuzzy sets is developed. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to present certain ties between fuzziness and 
randomness. Observing the fact that every fuzzy set can be represented by a 
random set we pose the question how to define a system of axioms for fuzzy 
mathematical structures such that a representation by the corresponding 
random structures is possible. By application of upper semicontinuous fuzzy 
sets we obtain an affirmative answer in the case of measurable spaces and 
topological spaces. Considering completely distributive lattices only the 
topological condition of upper semicontinuity can essentially be simplified. 
Moreover we redefine the concepts of measurable fuzzy sets and open fuzzy 
sets proposed by Klement [lo] and Lowen [ 121. 
First we recall some notations and definitions: Let (L, ,<) be a complete 
lattice satisfying the following distributive laws 
=V{a”PP,PEA}, 
##AGE, aEL, (0.1) 
=/\{aVP,PEA}, 
i.e., (L, <) and the dual lattice of (L, <) is Brouwerian (see [2]). In 
particular (L, 9) can be embedded into a complete Boolean algebra which in 
general is not determined by (L, ,<) unequivocally (see Funayama theorem). 
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Moreover let a -+ a0 be an order reversing involution on L and let E be an 
arbitrary nonempty set. According to Goguen (31 each element of L” is 
called a L-fuzzy subset of E. We introduce a partial ordering < on L” by 
h,,h,EL”,thenh,~~*oh,(r)~h,(r) VrEE (0.2) 
and therewith (LE, <) is a complete Brouwerian lattice too provided with an 
order reversing involution. Finally we remark that the above assumptions are 
always satisfied in the case of probability-u-algebras ( ee [8]) as well as in 
the case of the real unit interval. 
1. REPRESENTATIONS OF L-FUZZY SETS 
Remark 1.1. (A compact opology on power sets) (a) Let 9(X) be the 
power set of X. On 9(X) we consider the interval topology r, with respect o 
the inclusion E; i.e., r, is the coarsest opology on 9(X) such that each 
order interval [A, B] = {D E Y(X),,4 s D E B) is closed (see [2]). Using 
the product topology on {0, 1 }” we obtain that 9(X) is homeomorphic to 
(0, 1 }“; hence (9(X), tr) is a totally disconnected, compact space. In 
particular the set 8= {{A,pEA},pEX}U ({A,p&A},pEX} is a 
subbase for r,. Moreover the u-algebra 8,(X) of all Baire subsets of 9(X) 
w.r.t. r, coincides with the u-algebra generated by 8. 
(b) Let X be a complete Brouwerian lattice (L, <) such that the dual 
lattice of (L, <) is also Brouwerian. The set 1)Y(L) of all proper prime 
filters (= dual prime ideals) in L is a t,-closed subsets of 9(L); and 
therefore ‘@F(L) is a totally disconnected compact space with respect o the 
relative topology rP on ‘$F(L) induced by r,. In particular for each pair 
(q/3) E L x L with a <p the set Utn,D) = (F E %F(L), a E F, p 4 F} is 
nonempty, open and closed w.r.t. rP. Further for any nonempty subset A of 
L and for any element a of L with the property A A < a the set 
O= 0 {FE’l\X’(L),/lEF,a@F} 
DEA 
is a subset of first category w.r.t. tp (see Lemma 3.1 in [7]). 
In the following we always assume that VSr(L) is endowed with the u- 
algebra B3, of all subsets of W(L) having the B&e property. If A, denoted 
the o-ideal of all subsets of first category w.r.t. rP, then d, coincides with 
(B c VP(L), 3t,-open G s.t. B A G E A,}. It is well known that 8,/A, is a 
complete Boolean algebra (see [ 151) and that the mapping i: L -+ 8,/A, 
defined by (j: $, + 23,/A, is the canonical surjection) 
i(a) = j({F E VT(L), a E F}) aEL (1.1) 
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is an injective, complete lattice-homomorphism-i.e., for all nonempty 
subsets A of L the relations 
=V{i(a),aEA}, 
(1.2) 
=A {i(a),aEA} 
are valid. In particular, if (L, 4) is a complete Boolean algebra, then 
(‘p F(L), tP) is the St one space corresponding to L, and 23,/A, is a represen- 
tation of L (see [ 151). 
DEFINITION 1.2. (a) Let d be a L-fuzzy subset of E. A Baire 
measurable mapping @: W(L)-+ 9(E) is called a represenfation of d, if 
for all r E E the equation j(@-‘([ (r), El)) = i(d(r)) holds. 
(b) Let sE be the u-algebra of subsets of Y(E) which is generated by 
the system 8 = ([A, E], A E Y(E)}; i.e., B,(E) c 2E. A &YE-measurable 
mapping @: ‘pF(L) + 9(E) is called a random set, if @ is provided with 
the property 
jW’([A El)) = A j(@-‘([Pl, El)) 
IEA 
Remark 1.3. (a) Every continuous mapping @: W(L)-+ 9(E) is a 
random set. (b) Let (L, <) be a probability-o-algebra (a,~). Then there 
exists a probability measure qp on 8, with the following properties 
(see [7, 131) 
~(a> = rl,,(P E ‘PflW, a E Fl), 
A,=(BE61,ijJB)=0}. 
Since S,(E) is contained in SE, every random set @ induces a Baire 
measure v = @(v,), which can be extended to a regular Bore1 measure C on 
9(E). In this context the notion of random sets presented in 
Definition 1.2(b) coincides with the usual one (see [9, 141). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. For every L-fuzzy subset d of E there exists a unique 
continuous mapping Yh : ‘pX(L) + 9(E) representing d. 
Proof: It is easy to verify that the mapping Yd defined by 
YJF) = d-‘(F) satisfies the relation !P; ‘([{r}, E]) = (F E V,T(L), 
d(r) E F}; hence Ug is a continuous representation of d (see Remark 1.1). By 
reason of Baire’s category theorem Yd is unique. 
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From Remark 1.3(a) and Proposition 1.4 we derive the 
COROLLARY 1 S. Every L-fuzzy subset of E can be represented by N 
random set. 
From Corollary 1.5 we conclude that L-fuzzy sets can be interpreted as 
“distributions” of special random sets. 
2. UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS L-FUZZY SETS 
According to Appert and Fan [ 1 ] a nonempty subset r of 9(E) is called a 
generalized topology of type Ya, if r is closed under arbitrary unions. The r- 
closure of a subset T of E is defined by 
c,(T)=T=(p~E,U~twithp~U~UnT#0}. 
In particular a subset T is r-closed if and only if T = T (see [ 1)). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let r be a generalized topology of type Ya on E. 
(a) A random set @J is called r-closed, if for all F E ‘$Sr(L) the subset 
Q(F) of E is closed w.r.t. r. 
(b) A L-fuzzy subset d of E is said to be upper semicontinuous with 
respect o z, if for each point p of E the inequality 
(2.1) 
is valid. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 5 be a generalized topology on E and C, be the 
corresponding closure operator. Further let d be an upper z-semicontinuous 
L-fuzzy subset of E and @ be the continuous representrition of d (see 
Proposition 1.4). Then !P = C, 0 Qi is a random set representing d. 
Proof: (a) (Measurability of Y) Taking into account the relation 
C;‘(I{PI,EI)= n ( u WI) 
(u,pEuarl reel 
we obtain the inclusion 
!wl{PIJ4)~ 
,“2.*l I 
FE ‘$sT(L), V d(r) E F . 
TEL! ! 
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Since d is upper r-semicontinuous, ~-l([{p},E])nC~i--‘([{p},E]) is a 
subset of first category (see Remark 1.1(b)). Observing that the set mm, = 
!F1([A,E])nC @-‘([(p},E]) (PEA) is relatively open in yl-‘([.4,E])n 
(Up,, c @-‘([~PI~w)~ we conclude that !F’([A, E])n C @-‘([A, E]) is a 
subset of first category (see [ 11, p. 491); i.e., ul-‘(]A,E]) has the Baire 
property. 
(b) The equation (see above, part (a)) 
.i(Y-‘([A, El)) =j(@-‘(L%q)) = A j(@-‘wJ, El))9 4#AcE, 
TEA 
implies that !? is a random set which represents d. Q.E.D. 
In the case of completely distributive lattices upper semicontinuity of L- 
fuzzy sets can be characterized as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (L, <) be a completely distributive lattice and d be a 
L-fuzzy subset of E. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) d is upper T-semicontinuous, 
(ii) d can be represented by a r-closed random set, 
(iii) d-‘([a, 11) is closed for all a EL.’ 
Proof: (a) The implication (i) * (ii) follows from Proposition 2.2. In 
order to prove (ii) 3 (i) we denote by Zp the set of all selections CJ defined on 
U,={IYEY(E),~EUE~}; i.e., ~,={o:U,-,Ela(U)EUVUEU,}. 
Since YJ is r-closed inclusion 
n Y-‘([{W>J, El) G ‘y-‘([I ~1, El) Vo E zp P-2) 
CJEU, 
is valid. Regarding that Y is a random set which represents d, we obtain 
from (2.2) 
A d(Wl) G d(p) VuE zc,. (2.3) 
USUp 
On account of the complete distributivity of (L, <) the inequality 
/i ( V d(r)) G d(p) 
UGU, reu 
holds; i.e., d is upper r-semicontinuous. 
(b) The implication (i) + (iii) is obvious. Assuming (iii) we obtain that d 
satisfies (2.3); hence d is upper r-stmicontinuous (see part (a)). Q.E.D. 
’ I (0) is the greatest (smallest) element in L. 
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Remark 2.4. Let (L, <) be completely distributive. According to 
Theorem 2.3 upper r-semicontinuous L-fuzzy sets can be considered as 
“distributions” of special, r-closed random sets. 
3. APPLICATION I (FUZZIFICATION OF MEASURABLE SPACES) 
In this section we consider the case that E is a power set 9(X) of an 
arbitrary, nonempty set X. A subset M of 9(X) is called monotone, if M 
satisfies the following conditions: 
If T, E M and T,, G Tntl for n = 1,2 ,..., then UnEkq T, E M, 
If T, E M and T,,, S. T,for n = 1,2 ,..., then n,,N T,, E M. 
Further let !JJI be the set of all monotone subsets of 9(X). In the following, 
S(X) (= E) is provided with an ordinary topology 7, defined by 
7,= 
! 
Y(X)nCM,MEIIJZ . 
I 
In particular the set of all r,klosed subsets coincides with !IN. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (a) A L-fuzzy subset G9 of 9(X) is said to be a L- 
fuzzy a-algebra of subsets of X, if 9 is equipped with the following 
properties: 
i%(X) = 1, (Ml) 
cqfl) A g(B) < q/4 n B), A, B E y(X), WI 
q4)=~ x&4 ) 
( 1 
A E qw, (M3) 
G8 is upper r,-semicontinuous. (M4) 
(b) Let g be a L-fuzzy u-algebra of subsets of X. The ordered pair 
(X, @) is called a L-fuzzy measurable space. 
(c) Let (Xi, gi) b e a L-fuzzy measurable space (i = 1,2), and F be a 
mapping from X, to X,. F is said to be (~3,) C2,)-measurable, if F satisfies 
the inequality 
‘%tW < g,(F-‘tB)) VB E 9(X,). 
Remark 3.2. (a) Considering measurable mappings as morphisms the 
L-fuzzy measurable spaces constitute a category. In the case of L = (0, 1 } 
we obtain the ordinary theory of measurable spaces. 
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(b) Since arbitrary intersections (in the sense of (0.2)) of upper semicon- 
tinuous L-fuzzy sets is again upper semicontinuous, we obtain that the 
system of all L-fuzzy u-algebras (of subsets ofX) is closed with respect o 
arbitrary intersections. In this context a L-fuzzy subset 8’ of 9(X) is called a 
generating system of a L-fuzzy o-algebra g, if 8 is the smallest L-fuzzy u- 
algebra satisfying the inequality ~8 < g. 
As a confirmation of the axioms (Ml)-(M4) we prove a generalization of 
a theorem, which is most useful in measure theory: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (Xi, ~ii> be a L-fuzzy measurable space (i = 1,2), 
F be a mapping from X, to X, and let B be a generating system of ~8~. The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) F is (g, , g,)-measurable, 
(ii) B(A) < gI(F-‘(A)) VA E 9(X,). 
Proof: The implication (i) =+- (ii) is obvious. Since A + F-‘(A) is a r,- 
continuous mapping from 9(X,) + 9(X,), 9, induces a L-fuzzy o-algebra 
gZ of subsets of X, by 
Q&4) = %(F-‘(4), A E 4(X,). 
By virtue of (ii) the estimation 8’ ( k?Z holds; hence gZ is contained in gZ ; 
i.e., F is (9,) G&)-measurable. 
3.4. C9-Measurable L-Fuzzy Subsets of X 
DEFINITION 3.4.1. A random set @ with value in 9(9(X)) (= 9(E)) is 
said to be a random o-algebra of subsets of X, if for all F E 9x(L) the 
ordinary set Q(F) is an ordinary u-algebra on X. 
Remark 3.4.2. Since the r,-closure of an ordinary algebra of sets is an 
ordinary o-algebra of sets (see [5]), we conclude from Proposition 2.2 that 
every L-fuzzy u-algebra can be represented by a random u-algebra. 
DEFINITION 3.4.3. Let g be a L-fuzzy u-algebra of subsets of X. A L- 
fuzzy subset d of X is called C2-measurable, if for each random u-algebra @ 
representing G9 there exists a representation Y of d such that (F’$F(L), 
!?‘(F) & Q(F)} is a subset of first category. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.4. The set Sr(GY) of all @-measurable L-fuzzy subsets 
of X is a u-complete sublattice of Lx with respect to to the lattice operations 
defined in Lx. 
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Proof. Let (dJnGN be a sequence in x(g) and let Y, be a representation 
of d,. Taking into account the relations 
( 1 n pn -’ ” E N (IbbW= nft;l KXPL~l)~ 
VrEX. 
( 1 u yv, -’ n E h (IIrL Xl> = y KXPL Xl>, 
we obtain that n,,, Y” (oneN Y,,) is a representation of /\,,N d, (V,,, d,); 
hence the assertion follows from Remark 3.4.2 and Definition 3.4.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4.5. Let (L, <) be a complete Boolean algebra (8, <). 
Then the set F(g) of all G-measurable @i-fuzzy subsets of X is a o-complete 
Boolean subalgebra with respect to the Boolean operations defmed in Bx. 
Proof Let d be a @fuzzy subset of X and Y be a representation of d. 
From the equation 
i 1 C y -’ ([{rl,Xl)= C (WHr/Jl)) rEX 
we deduce that C Y is a representation of do; hence with regard to 
Proposition 3.4.4 the assertion follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.6. Let L = [0, 1 ] be the real unit interval, 2I be an 
ordinary o-algebra of subsets of X and let g =x% be the [0, l]-fuzzy u- 
algebra corresponding to 2l. A fuzzy subset d of X is Q-measurable, if d is 
provided with the property d-‘( ]a, 11) E ‘8 Va E [0, 11. 
Proof: For every random u-algebra @ representing 9 = xsl we obtain 
that (FE ‘4F([O, l]), ‘11& Q(F)] is a subset of first category. Since 
‘$l F([O, l]) coincides with {]a, 11, a E [0, l[}U {[a, 11, aE 10, l]}, the 
continuous representation Y of d satisfies the condition 
Y(F) E 2I VF E ‘W-(10, 11); 
hence the assertion follows. 
Remark 3.4.7. (a) Corollary 3.4.5 and Proposition 3.4.6 indicate that 
the concept of measurability presented in Definition 3.4.3 extends the 
concepts of measurable fuzzy sets which are introduced by Klement [lo] 
and by the author himself in [ 61. 
(b) We pose the question: Is the mapping g -r(Q) injective? 
Finally the axiom (M4) can be simplified in the case of completely 
distributive lattices as follows: 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (L, <) be completely distributive and GS be a L- 
fuzzy subset of 9(X) equipped with the properties (M 1 )-(M3). The following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) ~9 is a L-fuzzy o-algebra of subsets of X, 
With regard to Theorem 2.3, the proof is obvious. 
4. APPLICATION II (FUZZIFICATION OF TOPOLOGICAL SPACES) 
(A) First we consider the case that E is the set XX Y(X) (X # 0). For 
each ordered pair (T, W) E 9(X) X 9(X) with Tn W = 0 a subset S&T) 
of X x P(X) is defined by 
In the following, XX 9(X) is always endowed with a generalized topology 
rc determined by the subsequent system of generalized neighborhoods 
(see PI) 
VP, 4) = {m c X x Y(X), (P, 4) E rm}; 
U(P,T)={~mXX~(X),(p,T)E~} p E T. 
Obviously rc is a generalized topology of type To. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A nonempty subset 9 of XX 9(X) is called a 
generalized topology of type TD on X, if 9 satisfies the conditions (see [ 11) 
(p,E)Eg’, whenever p E E, (Cl) 
(P, 4) 6 99 (C2) 
(P,EuF)E~+(P,E)E~ or (~,F)E.W. (C3) 
Identifying ordinary topologies with contiguity relations (see [ 11) we 
immediately obtain the 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The r,-closure of a generalized topology 9 of type %;b 
is an ordinary topology. 
409/78/2-2 I 
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Proof: Let .9 be a generalized topology of type 7, Regarding the 
equivalence 
Z,pEZcCT 
i 
3rE Ws.t. 
o VE (Z,Z9closed,pGZ}*C VnT#s 
( i 
the rc-closure of 9’ is an ordinary topology (= generalized topology of type 
PC), ; see [1 I). 
DEFINITION 4.3. (a) A L-fuzzy subset c of XX 9(X) (i.e., a L-fuzzy 
relation between X and 9(X)) is said to be a L-stochastic topology on X, if c 
satisfies the following conditions: 
c(p, T) = 1, whenever p E T, (@I) 
c( P, 0) = 0, (92) 
4 P, T, U Tz) = c( P, T,) V c( P, Tz), (@3) 
,,.,L,,rLckc w)) Gc(pyT). 
(594) 
(b) A .9(X x 9(X))-valued random set @ is called a random contiguity 
relation, if for all F E ‘&F(L) the relation 9(F) is an ordinary contiguity 
relation (= ordinary topology). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. (See [7]) Every L-stochastic topology c on X can be 
represented by a random contiguity relation. 
Proof. Let !? be the continuous representation of c (see Proposition 1.4). 
By application of (59 1 )--(V3) we obtain that the range of ‘$F(L) under Y is 
contained in the set of all generalized topologies of type YD on X. Taking 
into account (43) and (5774) the L-fuzzy subset c is upper semicontinuous 
w.r.t. rc; hence the assertion follows from Propositions 2.2 and 4.2, 
(B) Let E be the power set S(X) of X. On 9(X) we introduce a 
generalized topology rp determined by the following system of generalized 
neighborhoods (see [ 11) 
U(V)=(gcS(X),3rEUs.t.(F,rEF~U}S6}, 42 usx, 
U(4) = (g G 9(X), Q E a}. 
Obviously rp is a generalized topology of type 7’;, 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let d be a nonempty subset of Y(X) satisfying the 
conditions 
A,BEd=-AnBE@, (02) 
#,XEb. (03) 
Then the s,-closure of d is an ordinary topology on X. 
Proof: The s+closure of 4 coincides with the (ordinary) topology 
generated by 8. 
DEFINITION 4.6. (a) A L-fuzzy subset d of 9(X) is called a L-fuzzy 
topology on X, if d is provided with the following properties 
d is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. r,, (@I) 
K(A) A K(B) < &(A n B), e-1 
a@) = K-(X) = 1. (63) 
(b) A 9(.9(X))-valued random set @ is said to be a random topology, if 
for all F E ‘!Q F(L) the ordinary set e(F) is an ordinary topology on X. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Every L-fuzzy topology K can be represented by a 
random topology. 
ProoJ: Let Y be the continuous representation of & (see 
Proposition 1.4). In account of (82) and (83) the range of W(L) under Y 
is contained in the set of all subsets of 9(X) equipped with (02) and (03); 
hence the assertion follows from Propositions 2.2 and 4.5. 
4.8. g-Open L-Fuzzy Subsets of X 
DEFINITION 4.8.1. Let & be a L-fuzzy topology on X, d be a L-fuzzy 
subset of X and let E be the continuous representation of d (see 
Proposition 1.4). The L-fuzzy subset d is called K-open, if for each random 
topology @ representing & there exists a representation Y of d such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
Y(F) E E(F) VF ‘pfl(L), (4.1) 
W-9 E WY VF ‘-@x(L). (4.2) 
PROPOSITION 4.8.2. The set Y(K) of all &-open L-fuzzy subsets of X is 
a sublattice of Lx, which is closed under arbitrary joins; i.e., Sr(8) is a 
fuzzy topology in the sense of Lowen [ 121. 
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Proof: (a) Let di be a K-open, L-fuzzy subset of X and let Ei be the 
continuous representation of di(i = 1,2). By Baire’s category theorem the 
mapping E, n E, (.Z1 U Ez) is the continuous representation of d, A d, 
(d, V d,); hence ,7(a) is a sublattice of Lx. 
(b) Let (di, i E I} be a family of g-open, L-fuzzy subsets of X; and let 
zi be the continuous representation of di. Moreover let Yi be a represen- 
tation of di provided with properties (4.1) and (4.2). Since for all i, E I the 
set (ni,, C Y;‘( [ {r}, Xl)) n Z;‘( [ (r), X]) is relatively open in 
B = (n,,,C Y,~‘([(r},X]))n(Ui,,~:“;‘([{~},X])), we obtain that B is a 
subset of first category (see [ 11, p. 491); hence the set (ui,, Yi)-’ ([{r}, X]) 
has the Baire property. In particular the equation 
holds; i.e., Y, = (Jisl Yi is a representation of VIEI d,. Further let S, be the 
continuous representation of ViEI di, In account of Baire’s category theorem 
the inclusion 
i Bi(F) c E’,(F) VF E Fpfl(L) 
is valid; hence Y0 satisfies (4.1) and (4.2); i.e., ViEI di is g-open. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.8.3. Let L = [0, l] be the real unit interval, B be an 
ordinary topology on X and let d = xp be the [0, 1 ]-fuzzy topology 
corresponding to 8. A [0, 1 ]-fuzzy subset d of X is K-open, if d is equipped 
with the property d-‘(]a, 11) E d Va E [0, l] (i.e., d is lower semicontinuous 
w.r.t. 8). 
Proof: Let @ be a random topology representing K. Obviously 
!JJ = {F E FpF([O, 1 I>, 0 st @(VI is a subset of first category. Further let d 
be a lower @-semicontinuous, [0, l]-fuzzy subset of X. We define a mapping 
Y: (aSr([O, 11) + y(X) as follows: 
Y(F) = 0, FE!Tl, 
y(]a, 11) = d-‘(]a, 111, ]a, 1]6zW 
!#‘([a, 11) = interior of d-‘([a, l]), [a, 1 ] 6Z 9Jlm. 
It is easy to verify that Y is a representation of d equipped with the 
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property!?(F) c d-‘(F) VF E !JJF([O, I](. Since d is lower @- 
semicontinuous, Y satisfies condition (4.2); hence d is K-open. 
Remark. (a) Propositions 4.8.2 and 4.8.3 indicate that the concept of 
g-open fuzzy subsets of X presented in Definition 4.8.1 is closely related to 
the concept of open fuzzy sets first introduced by Lowen [ 121 and 
Weiss [ 16). 
(b) We pose the question: Is the mapping K -+sT(EY) injective? 
THEOREM 4.9. There exists a bijectiue mapping R from the set 9 of all 
L-stochastic topologies on X onto the set ST of all L-fuzzy topologies on X. 
Proof: (a) We define a mapping R, : 9 + L,“” by 
a(#) = @l(c))(#) = 1, 
g(u)=(Rl(c))(LI)=~~(c(r,C u))‘, Uf0. 
By reason of (%?2) and (55Y3) the L-fuzzy subset g = R,(c) is provided with 
(@2) and (@3). Taking into account (44) we obtain the equation 
hence R,(c) is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. r,; i.e., R,(c) E jr. 
(b) We define a mapping R, : Sr+ Lxx~y’*’ by 
c(p, r> = (R,F))(p, T) = 1, PE T, 
4 P, 4) = (R,F))( P, 4) = 0, 
4 P, T) = (R ,W)( P, T) = /‘j @-(u)): P CZ T, T f 0. 
lU,P~UL=CTj 
By virtue of (@2) the L-fuzzy subset c satisfies (GY3). Applying (81) we 
derive the equation (p cf V) 
= A (qT))O=c(p, 0 
lT./~eTs;bl 
hence R,(K) is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. 7c; i.e., R,(d) E Y’. 
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(c) Since a + a0 is an order reversing involution on L, the relations 
R, 0 R, = id,,, R,oR,=idy 
can easily be verified; hence R = R, is a bijection from 9 onto fl. Q.E.D. 
In the sense of Theorem 4.9 the notions of the L-stochastic topology and 
of the L-fuzzy topology are equivalent o each other. 
Finally in the case of completely distributive lattices axiom (@4) as well 
as axiom (@l) can essentially be simplified as follows: 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let (L, 9) be completely distributive, and let c be a 
L-fuzzy subset of X x 9(X) provided with the properties (41)-(43). The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
6) ( rb c(r, Tl) A d P, F) < c( P, T) VF, T E y(X), W4’) 
(ii) c is a L-stochastic topology. 
Proof: The implication (i) * (ii) is verified in [7] (see part (a) of the 
proof of Proposition 5.2 in [7]). Assuming (ii) we conclude from 
Proposition 4.4 that c can be represented by a random contiguity relation Y. 
In account of the transitivity axiom of ordinary contiguity relations (see [ 11) 
the inclusion 
(,?I [W T)lJxYcY)l) n [NPJVJX~W1 
2 [{(P, T)I,XX Y(X)1 
holds; hence c satisfies the axiom (g4’). 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let (L, <) be completely distributive, and let & be a 
L-fuzzy subset of 9(X) equipped with the properties (@2) and (@3). The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) d is a L-fuzzy topology, 
Proof: By Theorem 2.3 the implication (i) * (ii) is obvious. Assuming 
(ii) for each nonempty subset U of X and for each element (L’(r)),,, of 
X,,” {F, r E F G U} we obtain the estimation 
/\ g(T(r)) Q g ( U r(r)) = g(V; 
reu rau 
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hence by the complete distributivity of (L, <) the inequality 
is valid; i.e., ET is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. rP. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In order to obtain a fuzzification of mathematical structures, which are 
closed under infinite operations, it seems to be good advice to look for a 
generalized topology 7 of type Ye (see Sections 3 and 4). Most probably 
upper r-semicontinuous fuzzy subsets will be suitable to solve the problem. 
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